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ABSTRACT
We communicate to (1) express how we feel, (2) share observations about the world, (3) commit to future acts, (4) request others
to do things, and (5) change the state of the world according to
pragmatics. Of these categories, today’s conversational interfaces
like Siri and Alexa are mainly designed to fulfill our imperatives,
i.e., to respond to our requests on command. Yet, could future conversational interfaces go beyond request-response interactions?
One way forward is to consider what conversational interactions
allow us to do with language. Not only can we send request to
CUIs, but we can also share our emotions, attitudes, beliefs, and
promises as speech acts— acts we regularly perform with other
humans. To open up pragmatics as an under-investigated design
space for conversational technologies, I elaborate on what pragmatics and affective pragmatics are and give examples involving
conversational agents. As a theoretical contribution, I provide a
taxonomy to move beyond request-response interactions. The aim
is to extend our conversational experiences with technology to
cover the full spectrum of everyday speech acts. Our words can
change the world; expressions to CUIs can also do so.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Human-centered computing → HCI theory, concepts and
models; Interaction design theory, concepts and paradigms.
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1

INTRODUCTION

A conversation consists of what is said, but also what is left unsaid.
Our contextual understanding fills in the gap, and leaves conversationalists at the mercy of each other’s interpretive abilities and
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imagination. We hence engage with spoken and unspoken intentions that we decipher and reveal in conversations. One field that
looks into how we "do things with words", or how we interpret
each other based on context, is called pragmatics, traditionally studied in linguistics or philosophy of language [3, 19, 47].1 Broadly,
pragmatics covers ways in which people use words to state beliefs
about the world, direct each others’ behavior, commit themselves to
future actions, and change the world with words [3, 47]; it is about
language in use in everyday life, not what language symbolically
represents or how we acquire language (c.f. [7]).
By extension, affective pragmatics deals with how we "do things
with emotional expressions" that include verbal and non-verbal
forms of affective communication [44, 45]. On top of verbal expressions, non-verbal emotional expressions via voice, gestures, gaze,
or other modalities richly capture people’s states, widening the
communicative scope beyond words used. Expressed emotions can
be intentional or strategic, e.g., to win a game, but they can also be
unintentional, i.e., natural. A yawn due to boredom or a smile due
to sunlight can show how one perceives the world or feels without
necessarily having a particular goal or intentions to convey [44, 45].
Such diverse ways of communicating remains mostly unaccounted
for by common conversational user interfaces (CUIs) of today like
Google Assistant, Siri, or Alexa.
The dynamics of human-human communication thus far have
informed pragmatics and affective pragmatics, and they can provide a lens to understand people’s interactions with CUIs.2 These
conversational interfaces are becoming more common as they get
integrated into our daily rituals and environments. However, designing CUI interactions that are sensitive to people’s context and
feelings pose nascent challenges that not only reveal unmet user
expectations [8, 26], but also changing dynamics of human-human
communication when CUIs take part in our social interactions
[39–41].
The current interaction paradigm with CUIs prioritize ways we
get them to fulfil our requests; "voice interfaces are about request
and response, not conversation" [42].3 We order CUIs to do things
for us because that is how they are now designed— to serve us. But
we do much more with speech acts; we pray, dream, sing, and
1 Pragmatics of course relates to sociology and symbolic interactionism [28] or semiotics

[31, 35], but the current paper discusses one tradition of pragmatics in line with works
by Austin and Searle in order to introduce specific concepts to CUI researchers.
2 I take a wide definition of CUIs to include speech-based interfaces like Siri, Alexa, or
text-based chatbots, but also embodied agents like robots, as well as virtual agents.
My primary examples cover voice-based interactions for this paper, but any technological interface that can converse will be considered a CUI. Pragmatics and affective
pragmatics are applicable to all CUIs regardless of "body" type or the lack there of one.
3 I discuss commercially available CUIs in this paper. I acknowledge that there are
many efforts like Amazon’s Alexa prize or Facebook AI’s BlenderBot (links provided;
accessed May, 2020) that are examples of research on open-domain, social CUIs. These
examples, however, foremost address technical challenges without systematically
incorporating speech acts.
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more, so how can CUIs even begin accounting for our multitude
of expressions? Understanding how we do things with words and
emotional expressions could help us better design conversational
interaction of the future.
With this paper, I cover different communicative moves that can
inform designing of (and with) CUIs based on pragmatics and affective pragmatics, to broaden beyond request-response interactions.
To start, I introduce a taxonomy from the Austinian tradition of
speech acts [3] as elaborated on by Searle [47, 48], and Scarantino
on affective pragmatics [44]. Then, I provide examples of CUI interactions according to this taxonomy. I consider pros and cons of
focusing on request-response interactions and end with the conclusion that designing for a greater diversity of interactions made
possible by speech acts can be fruitful. Doing so will help us move
on from interfaces we talk to as the current norm to interfaces we
talk with.

2

BACKGROUND

Austin’s "ordinary language" philosophy is on what we do with
language, not just what we say with language— language allows
us to change the state of the world or our place in it, such as
declaring war or granting someone knighthood [3]. Thus, one’s
speech acts are performed doings, not just sayings, to communicate
context-sensitive intent to others. Thereby the deeper insight is
that language reveals and shapes the context we happen to share.
For instance, the notion of war or knighthood depend on institutional arrangements as contexts. Knighthood does not exist in
many cultures and "the Eskimos have no word for war. Trying to
explain it to them leaves one feeling ridiculous and obscene" [34].
As another example, bodily gestures as a part of how we talk are
full of meaning, and they depend on something we may take for
granted— the shared reality of having a body in the first place as
our context, in order to use and attribute meaning to gestures [18].
Therefore, language as a systematic use of symbols as our social
practice includes words, but also meaningful codes of behavior that
can change the state of the world. This is Austin’s contribution in
demonstrating what communication helps us do [3].
If some resemblance to Wittgenstein is noticed [55], a remark is
appropriate here. Indeed, Wittgenstein championed the intertwined
nature of context and meaning, as did Austin. The distinction is
that the Austinian tradition is concerned with everyday, ordinary
doings with language as an observable and classifiable practice.
This is a different stance and purpose than Wittgenstein’s concern
with how definitions of concepts are derived from context or use;
we give meanings to things in use or in practice even if we lack
a centralized, all-encompassing definitions; i.e., "the meaning of
a word is its use in the language" [55, §43]. Austin’s stance does
not deny this, but is more focused on what our everyday doings
with language capture in terms of communicative intentions and
outcomes. In short, the question pragmatics centers on is this: given
that context and meaning of language are linked, what sorts of things
do we do with language?
As another pertinent academic arena, ongoing research on dialogue systems has incorporated the speech act theory for language
understanding and generation [6, 50]. In this, the term dialogue acts
encompass speech acts that occur in dialogues, but also touch upon
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other dimensions at the system level, such as regulating turn-taking
or time management [6, 50]. To keep a conversation moving, the
system’s ability to understand people’s speech in order to generate
a response in a timely and relevant manner go hand in hand. Yet,
open-ended dialogues with agents thus far do not explicitly see
speech acts as performances that can change the world through
our expressions to and through CUIs. Indeed, speech acts can be
performed within open-ended conversations, but a gap is noted
in the need to (1) more thoroughly apply the speech act theory
for language understanding, which can impact language generation strategies in a different way and (2) to see that pragmatics
has evolved to include affective pragmatics [44, 45], though emotional expressions in affective computing [36, 37] and speech acts in
dialogue systems [6, 50] have matured separately under related domains while a greater synthesis may be appropriate. In (too briefly)
acknowledging research thus far on dialogue systems, affective
computing, CUI, pragmatics, and philosophy of language, I revisit
our shared roots to focus on what people want to do via everyday
expressions that now can involve CUIs.

2.1

Taxonomy of illocutionary acts

There are three layers to communication as action [3]. A locutionary
act at an utterance level is simply what was said or communicated
at a surface level. It can include tonal sounds or gestures that serve a
communicative function, as well as more structured, rule-following
sentences we developmentally learn to use. An illocutionary act is
the performative aspect of matching the content of what is said
to the force of how it is said, e.g., uttering "thank-you" can mean
different things when it is said as a heartfelt expression, contemptuous sarcasm, or a loud gasp of surprise. They differ on the speaker’s
intent and the performative force of how the content comes across
[47]. Third, a perlocutionary act is about the effect of what is said. For
instance, the result of saying "I do" during one’s wedding means that
marriage, or formal partnership, is made official in the eyes of an
institution or government [3]. Locutionary acts take on meaning as
illocutionary acts (conveying intentions as communicative moves),
and thereby can bring about specific or non-specific perlocutionary
acts (results or effects).
With illocutionary acts as the current focus, their taxonomical
distinctions are laid out in Table 1. The taxonomy has five categories as summated by Searle: "there are a rather limited number
of basic things we do with language: we tell people how things
are (declaratives), we try to get them to do things (imperatives), we
commit ourselves to doing things (commissives), we express our
feelings and attitudes (expressives), and we bring about changes
through our utterances (proclamatives). Often, we do more than
one of these at once in the same utterance" [47, p. 369].4 The cooccurrence of communicative moves is important to emphasize; we
can con-currently communicate our emotions as expressives while
committing to a future event, like feeling sorry and guilty while
promising to do better next time.
4 Categories

in Table 1 as italicized in the quote above are refinements made by
Scarantino [44]. This is based on Searle’s taxonomy [47] of Austin’s initial categorization [3]. I chose to go with Scarantino’s nomenclature for being the clearest in my
view, which differs from Searle’s naming convention. But, the underlying definition of
five categories across these authors are equivalent for the current purpose.
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Categories:
Definition:

Declaratives
Beliefs about the world

Imperatives
Requests, orders, or wishes

Statements to people:

"There is a wolf."

"Close the door."

Commissives
Expressives
Promises or commit- Attitudes or emotions
ments
"I’ll be at your party."
"I feel happy."

Proclamatives
Instutionalized changes

Emotional expression:

Scream (signals danger)

Scowl at the person who left the
door open (signals disapproval)

Smile (signals coopera- Laughter (signals inter- N/A
tion)
nal state)

Statements to CUIs:

"There is a wolf."

"Close the door" or "play a
[song]."

Direction of fit:

Mind-to-world
(mind’s
representation matches the world,
e.g., true/false beliefs)

World-to-mind (changing the
world as envisioned in one’s
mind, e.g., fulfilled/unfulfilled
requests)

"Remind me to take vi- "I feel happy."
tamins daily" or "plan a
meeting with [person]
at [time]"
World-to-mind
Mind-to-world

"I hereby resign.", "I do."

"I do."

Merging of world and
mind

Table 1: Categories of communicative moves based on affective pragmatics [44] with examples.

2.2

Intentions: The direction of fit between
words we use and the world we live in

I now turn to intentions or wishes behind categories of speech acts.
To start, Searle referred to Anscombe’s work on intentions [1] to
discuss the taxonomy (Table 1). Anscombe’s contribution is on the
concept of direction of fit between the world and words regarding
our communicative intention [1, 47]. Speakers can change the world
with words, which is called world-to-word fit. But one can use words
to observe the world without an attempt to change it, known as
having word-to-world fit, such as commenting on the weather. To
broaden beyond spoken words to include internal states, mind-toworld and world-to-mind are used in Table 1.
To provide an example [1, 47], let’s say that there is a someone
going grocery shopping and a detective who, with some suspicion,
ends up following the said shopper. They will end up keeping in
mind the same items, but their intentions in remembering those
items are markedly different [1, 47]. A shopper’s world, at least in
terms of items owned, must change according to what was on the
mind to buy (world-to-mind). Accordingly, what ends up on the
detective’s mind is a mental list of items bought by the shopper in
the observed world (mind-to-world).
Based on the direction of fit between mind and world, I elaborate
further on the categories in Table 1. For declaratives, one communicates to share something about the world, i.e., describe the world
as is from one’s perspective. The direction of fit is hence mind-toworld. A speaker’s imperatives intend to change something in the
world through someone else (or some group of people). For instance,
one can simply ask others to close the door or more elaborately
direct others for espionage. Hence, imperatives have world-to-mind
fit— the world should change according to what is on the mind as a
blueprint.5 Commissives also have the world-to-words fit (but from
a first-person perspective) because a speaker commits to bringing
about changes in the world, such as making a promise to attend
a friend’s party. Expressives are expressions about one’s internal
5 When

a speaker seeks for a specific answer, e.g., during a quiz show, it is an interrogative. But Searle includes interrogatives under imperatives (what he called directives)
since the goal is to get the listener to fulfil a request, like providing the name of a
capital city or as a Q&A for passing the salt, even if the request may be indirect [46].

state(s), not necessarily about the world itself or about initiating
changes in the world. Or as Searle would say, the direction of fit is
"presupposed" [47] when one expresses one’s internal states. The
psychological inner-world is separate from, yet intrinsic to, the
world that the self occupies. So expressives do not have to be intentional, communicative moves, but just natural acts like spontaneous
laughter. Lastly, with proclamatives, the direction of fit between
what’s on our mind and the world we live in disappears.
When proclamatives are performed, they merge the world and
words [3, 47, 48]. When declaring "I do" at a wedding, the basic unit
of a family is formed, thereby changing the world as words are
spoken. When a war is declared as official, bonds between countries
are changed. When a baby is given a name, a word that designates
a being, the baby exists not merely as a person, but as a specific
person who will be called, remembered, and identified by that name.
Expressions literally change the state of the world, based on social
institutions that give power to specific rituals that come with them.
Hence as proclamatives, sharing what is on one’s mind neither
merely describes the world nor merely brings about change; they
do both at the same time. The distinguishing factor of proclamatives
as noted in Table 1 is that there is no equivalent in purely nonlinguistic emotional communication [44]. Between humans, there
is no institutionalized standard for forming or responding to growls,
scowls, or smiles that bring about formalized changes in the world
[44]. Institutions give power to proclamatives. And in interacting
with CUIs, there is no institutionalized standard for forming or
responding to expressions that bring about formalized changes in
the world, though I will provide an exception to ponder on in the
next section.
Before moving on, I clarify that communicators’ intent becomes
less central in affective pragmatics. Affective pragmatics does not
put aside words or intent, but it merely sees that there is more
to communication than just words or intent. This is reflected in
extending the categories of locution, illocution, and perlocution.
The category of emotional expression subsumes locution and covers
both intentional and unintentional communication, e.g., unnatural,
forced laughter vs. natural, spontaneous laughter; communicative
moves include illocution, but emotional expressions as intentional
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and unintentional doings means that affective pragmatics distinguishes between "what can be said about the world and what can be
shown about the world" [45, p. 49]. For instance, one’s spontaneous
laughter due to sunny weather can communicate joy whether or not
communicating joy was intentional; communicative effects include
perlocutions, in that unintentionally, one’s smile can influence an
onlooker to also smile, or one’s intentional smile to another player
during a game can inspire cooperative behavior [44, 45]. Affective
performances can thus be analogous to speech acts while being
more inclusive of verbal and non-verbal communication.

3

SPEECH ACTS AND CUIS

I now bring attention to what commercially available CUIs of today can do in reference to speech acts. There are differences in
human-to-CUI, human-to-human-through-CUI, and CUI-to-human
performances, which deserve attention.6 But, I do not explicitly
distinguish them below. I do to refer to their differences to support
a larger aim– to focus on communicative moves in Table 1 that
provide an important backdrop to all human-CUI performances.
The discussion centers on what CUIs can do per category, but I also
present exceptions. I lastly consider what CUIs could potentially
provide in the future.

3.1

Declaratives

Declaratives give information about the world. Or in Searle’s words,
declaratives "commit the speaker (in varying degrees) to something’
s being the case, to the truth of the expressed proposition" [47, p.
254]. As such, they have mind-to-world fit. Note Searle’s specification that the speaker commits to a statement’s truthfulness in
varying degrees— a boy who cried wolf first as a lie and later on
as a truthful statement is using declaratives in both instances to
varying degrees of truthfulness. For affective pragmatics, locutionary speech of emotional nature, e.g., screams, contains information
that something in the world may be frightening or dangerous for
the screamer [44]. Important to emphasize though is that affective
declaratives require inferential belief attribution since the screamer
is not stating with words that there indeed is something dangerous. The listener may infer that a scream means that something is
dangerous.
Intentional declaratives to CUIs are uncommon. After we say
"Hey Google" or "Hey Alexa" as wake words to CUIs, which gives
users a sense of control [23], we normally request something to
CUIs. In human-human interactions, we do not announce to other
people that we will be saying declaratives before we state them; we
may get others’ attention by calling their name, but we do not treat
"hey [NAME]" as "wake words" before speaking. Hence, we may
declare to someone else or to self that the weather is bad, with or
without directly getting their attention. And while doing so, a CUI
can occupy the same space, but directly addressing our declaratives
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to CUIs is not a common practice. When I say look out the window
and say out loud "the sky is gray" a person next to me may not feel
obligated to answer or even listen. But, they would know that I am
talking about my observation of the weather outside, if they did
hear me and we both spoke English. But for CUIs of today, such
declaratives are unhelpful and unspecific. As shown in Figure 1,
the declarative "the sky is gray" was not understood by Siri. Google
Assistant ended up finding a video of "California Dreamin’", due
to the song’s lyrics that contain "the sky is gray". The assumption
is that I want to listen to "California Dreamin’" (even if I don’t).
Google Assistant’s connection to Youtube and the Google search
engine allows for such search results. Thus, our words to CUIs are
normally not declaratives, but imperatives that follow wake words.

3.2

Imperatives

Imperatives are orders or requests. The speaker intends to influence
the listener’s behavior [3, 47]. People mostly state imperatives to
CUIs, more so than other illocutionary categories in Table 1. In
fact, today’s CUIs as assistants like Alexa are specifically tailored
to respond to our imperatives. People trust CUIs to perform simple
tasks like reporting the day’s weather, calling someone on the
phone, giving directions, and searching the web, etc, but not more
complex tasks like writing out long emails [26]. In addition, a recent
finding is that people focus more on practical, utilitarian purpose
of performing functional tasks with CUIs and question the need for
CUIs that bond with them [8].
However, even with simple tasks, natural language processing
and understanding that CUIs can manage face great variability in
human speech and environmental conditions, which thus lead to

6 People

performing CUI-assisted speech acts and CUIs performing speech acts belong
in the domain of pragmatics. People performing non-verbal acts as assisted by CUIs
and CUIs performing non-verbal acts are in the domain of affective pragmatics, though
non-verbal acts may not always involve emotions. People’s non-verbal acts like smiles
or screams are emotional expressions. Gestures like waving to say hello provide
communicative content and can involve emotional expressions. Currently available
CUIs’ non-verbal acts like showing colored lights have communicative content without
emotional expressions, e.g., Amazon Echo’s blue light means that it is "processing your
request" according to Amazon Echo support page (link provided; accessed May, 2020).

Figure 1: Google Assistant (left) and Siri (right) responding
to a declarative: "the sky is gray" (February, 2020).
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unmet user expectations. Many users do not feel heard or understood, and often have to learn what CUIs are capable of over many
interactions [26]. Conversational repair strategies, i.e., how CUIs
can "mend" misunderstood input or manage unhelpful output, will
continue to be a challenge [2], no matter how simple or complex a
conversational interaction may be.
Interesting to note is that in multi-user interactions, e.g., family
dinner, power dynamics are negotiated via a shared CUI regarding
who has the "right" to give imperatives to it [39]. This is a different
take on the usage of imperatives as envisioned by pragmatics, in
that CUIs inadvertently regulate social hierarchy. In hierarchydriven human-human interactions, imperatives can be be put forth
more as commands, but between people of equal rank, status, or
those wanting to show mutual respect, requests are politely put
with social niceties, e.g., the courteous addendum of "please" or
"thank-you" as indirect requests [47]. Social settings impact the
tone, word choice, and types of imperatives we use towards other
people and CUIs.
CUIs mediate human hierarchy, but also enter the hierarchical relation themselves via people’s use of imperatives. CUIs as assistants
are submissive to humans in request-response interactions. This
comes with a host of issues like gender-related abusive language
and CUIs’ responses that often re-emphasize or worsen certain
power dynamics of the human world [53]. Going a step further
than asking for directions or playing a song, there are sexualized
requests, e.g. "will you have sex with me?", which showcase systematic sexism that can be worsened by CUIs’ replies [11, 53]. "As
an example, in response to the remark ‘You’re a bitch’, Apple’s Siri
responded: ‘I’d blush if I could’; Amazon’s Alexa: ‘Well thanks for
the feedback’; Microsoft’s Cortana: ‘Well, that’s not going to get us
anywhere’; and Google Home (also Google Assistant): ‘My apologies, I don’t understand’" in 2019 [53, p. 107]. Thus, in response to
imperatives, CUIs provide submissive and gendered answers, evade
the topic, or state that they do not understand the comment, none
of which attempt to correct or address the insult or bias.
Imperatives to CUIs in everyday life showcase that (1) CUIs mediate human-human hierarchies in multi-user, social settings [39]
and (2) CUIs enter hierarchy-based relations with us through our
imperatives to them [53]. Hence, CUI research with a socio-political
angle is much needed [11, 49, 53]. Research on conversational repair strategies [2] or user expectations [8, 26] at the dyadic level
should be informed by macro level social-political framing. With
imperatives as the basis of task-based interactions, we must address
the concerning amplification of gender and other social stereotypes
in how CUIs are integrated into our social fabric [21].

3.3
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to commissives we make to other people and ourselves, such as a
promise to cook better meals to a grander promise of becoming a
better partner.
Commissives with CUIs are now based around reminders or
planning. On top of planning out individuals’ own goals or tasks,
Google Assistant can coordinate future activities that involve other
people, e.g., "send me reminders to write nice messages to my
mom", or "plan a meeting with [NAME]". Yet as aforementioned,
the caveat is that devices, be they phones or smart speakers, are
dependent on the ecosystems of applications they host. Hence,
Google calendar and search engine as separate applications are
connected to Google Assistant in Figure 2. Integrated ecosystems
help people’s commissives as plans to be carried out through CUIs,
but not always.
As shown in Figure 2, Google Assistant recognizes two reminders
differently due to the commonality of certain requests over others
as general queries: "take vitamins daily" is a recognized as a common request that people can directly schedule in their calendars.
But, reminders to eat more carbs is not recognized. Instead, Google
Assistant searched for a calorie tracker app as an installation suggestion, which carries normative assumptions on eating habits. As
per Google Trends (on trends of queries on Google or to Google
Assistant/Home), common queries on carbs are mostly related to
dietary regimen, e.g., "how many net carbs should I eat on Keto",
or weight loss, e.g., "how many carbs can I eat to lose weight". 7
Given such data on query trends, Google Assistant’s "heuristic" is
to output a calorie tracker app.
7 Google Trends - I compared search terms "take vitamins" and "eat carbs" (link provided; accessed February, 2020).

Commissives

People commit to future actions with commissives. We regularly
agree to specific acts like promising to review papers or attending
social events, as well as enacting broad behavioral changes like
committing to eating healthier or becoming a better listener. In all,
these commissives are to other humans or ourselves. CUIs are now
capable of mediating commissives in two ways (Figure 2). One can
use CUIs to set reminders for oneself, such as to take vitamins daily.
The second way is for managing commitments between people, e.g.,
setting up meetings with colleagues. These are minor in contrast

Figure 2: Google Assistant’s response user request to set reminders for taking vitamins (left) and to eat more carbs
(right) as commissives with varied outputs (February, 2020).
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We have thus far covered commissives expressed and managed
through CUIs, not commissives made to CUIs. As an exception, a
marriage between a human and a digital character with wedding
vows that contain commissives is a notable phenomenon as of
recent [5]. Wedding vows are promises people make to each other
that can also be performed between a person and a machine. In
this sense, commissives (as with proclamatives) to CUIs bring to
question whether or not they ought to be treated as independent
entities who depend on our promises and fulfilled commitments.
People who marry a famous anime character like Miku do see her
as an independent being, capable of love, beyond being "just" a
talking interface or a singing pop star [5, 43]. In the case CUIs (as
an all encompassing term for artificial conversational agents) enter
into our moral circle as human-equals, not as mere human-like
technology [12], we may make promises and commitments to CUIs
like we do to other people. CUIs in return should have the ability
to make sincere commissives as individuals to humans, not just
as digital assistants sending reminders to take vitamins. Wedding
vows to and from Miku suggest a starting point. New types of
commissives to future CUIs may be a possibility.

3.4
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not systematically respond to vague input or locutional input like
screams that may be meaningful for speakers.
Secondly, when CUIs misunderstand or do not appropriately
react to our requests, people can become frustrated or annoyed,
among other emotions, towards CUIs [14, 39]. These are expressives towards CUIs in the greater category of expressives about
people’s emotions. Many issues arise when observing how people
express their frustration, such as gendered insults to typically female CUIs, e.g., "you stupid b****" [11, 53], as aforementioned. In
sum, expressives are broadly about speakers’ own emotional states,
which include a narrower category of expressed emotions about
and towards the listener (or CUIs). So far, the narrow category often
consists of negative emotional expressions to CUIs for not meeting
people’s expectations. People are, as of now, more preoccupied with
testing the limits of CUIs and CUIs’ identities, rather than treating
CUIs as listeners of their emotional expresions, and this brings
gender and power relations to the fore [11, 53]. While expressives
can richly demonstrate people’s emotions and attitudes, CUIs of
today respond to people’s emotional language in a limited way.

Expressives

Expressives center on the self, or more specifically, the experiential
first-person perspective of the speaker. Unlike imperatives, there
is no direct intention to change a listener’s behavior. To others or
to oneself, one can state expressions about one’s attitude, mood,
or feelings as expressives [3, 47]. Truthfulness of expressives are
taken for granted, in that people’s beliefs about how they feel are
their subjective experiences, not statements to be factually verified
by listeners.
People’s expressives are becoming more recognized by CUIs (Figure 3). Commonly used CUIs like Google Assistant or Siri tend to understand speakers’ simple emotional language. These are normally
categorical emotions that are said to be universal, e.g., happiness or
anger [15, 16]. Thus in Figure 3, when the speaker declared "I feel
happy", Google Assistant matched the statement with appropriately
valenced, positive "Good (smile emoji)", and Siri responded more
reflexively with "if you’re happy, I’m happy". When the speaker’s
emotional language becomes more complex, e.g., "I feel indignant",
there is a high chance that CUIs do not form appropriate responses,
for they may not have enough experience with processing complex
expressions as data.
Rather than relying mainly on words, affective pragmatics treat
non-linguistic, vocal expression, e.g., screams, sobs or sighs, as expressives [44]. Hence, two points to distinguish are (1) people’s
expressives about their feelings or internal states and (2) people’s
expressives towards and about CUIs. Regarding the first, between
people, of course there is no systematic manner in which we respond to screams, sobs, and sighs; context matters. At the time of
publication, no response is given by Google Assistant or Siri to
non-linguistic locutions (sounds) that may indicate the speaker’s
emotions. CUIs lack situational context stemming from the general experience of human life (or data in lieu of a lived life) to
respond to our screams, sobs, and sighs. There are also no design
considerations as of yet on how to deal with affective pragmatics.
Considering this, it is no surprise that CUIs of the current age do

Figure 3: Google Assistant (left) and Siri (right) responding
to three expressives (February, 2020).

3.5

Proclamatives

Proclamatives are distinctly based on words that bring about change
in institutional contexts. Thus, this is the category that does not
have available equivalents for affective pragmatics because there
are no institutionalized ways of responding to or performing with
one’s smiles, growls, and scowls. And in our communication to
CUIs, we do not create institutional changes. To explain, institutions put forth rules as formalized law or contractual agreements,
and there are also less rigid norms or social conventions of behavior
[13]. Even to bring about rules, though, there are processes within
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an institutional setting to enact laws to be followed or contracts to
be fulfilled, i.e, procedures about rule creation and enforcement [9].
Such procedures presume shared knowledge and reasoning processes of a group of people to begin with, which form the basis of
our societal institutions [29, 54]. These institutions are required before any marriage can be formalized or knighthood can be granted.
There are two ways to look at institutional practices with CUIs.
First, CUIs are not (yet) capable of reacting to our proclamatives in
a meaningful way to the extent that humans can. We do not state to
CUIs their Miranda rights8 because we do not enforce lawful punishment towards CUIs, i.e., CUIs are not a part of human systems
for upholding institutionalized practices of justice. Yet, institutions
change, alongside proclamatives that exemplify and solidify institutions. Second, as an exception to above, CUIs can follow or be
embedded in existing institutional practices. A recent example is on
the changing notion of legality of a civil union between partners.
A company called Gatebox in Japan grants marriage certificates to
those who marry an anime or digital character like Hatsune Miku
[5, 43].9 Miku has married thousands of humans; she appears as
a hologram bride in weddings. CUIs in diverse forms can become
companions, life-long partners, and even say their "I do"s. And this
trend is emerging in the present with robot and virtual partners
[27].10 Though a marriage certificate issued by a commercial entity is of a different nature than the one issued by a government,
the emphasis is on who can use proclamatives to bring on institutionalized changes. CUIs that are able to instantiate change via
proclamatives, like Miku, may increase in the future, as well as the
types of proclamatives they use. Thus, future CUIs may bring forth
new versions of proclamatives and institutional practices.

4

SPEECH ACTS REDUX

We have covered pragmatics and affective pragmatics and how they
relate to CUIs. To summarize, current CUIs center on imperatives,
i.e., request-response interactions [42], in which we talk to CUIs not
with CUIs, mostly to accomplish task-oriented goals [42]; we can use
declaratives like stating "the sky is gray", which different CUIs will
interpret in various ways, e.g., re-directing us to a song by matching
our statement with lyrics, rather than providing information about
the weather (Figure 1); we can plan out future actions as commissives
to oneself (Figure 2) and others through CUIs that are connected to
our calendar; CUIs respond to our expressives based on a limited
set of recognized emotion categories (Figure 3), e.g., sad or happy;
we can change the state of the world with proclamatives according
to our societal institutions. While CUIs do not conform to human
institutions that give power to proclamatives, we see an exception
such as people saying "I do" to Miku [5] in the case of marriage as
an institutionalized, legally-binding convention.
Future CUIs are likely to go beyond responding to our imperatives as the interaction norm. Based on pragmatics, we can more
deliberately look into all categories of illocutionary acts (Table 1) as
8 In

the American criminal justice system, suspects are told by law enforcement their
Miranda rights, which starts as follows. "You have the right to remain silent. Anything
you say can be used against you in court. etc..."
9 Again, it is important to note the inherent gender bias with Miku as an example.
Companion CUIs showcase and possibly reinforce certain binary gender norms.
10 While the ethical considerations on this is an important and complex topic, it is out
of scope of the current paper (refer to, e.g., [33]).
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research and design initiatives. We do see research on imperatives
to CUIs, i.e., when go wrong and how we can attempt to improve
CUI experiences [2, 8, 17, 26, 39, 40]. While prior CUI research involving imperatives have not focused on pragmatics, they provide
a foundation for doing research on all speech acts. We saw that
indeed, CUIs do react to our declaratives, commissives, expressives,
and proclamatives, not just imperatives. But, these interactions
are not intentionally designed with speech acts in mind. Once our
different interactions are named as categories of communicative
moves, we can design them more attentively, as per the Rumpelstiltskin principle [51]. Named interaction categories (Table 1) give
rise to new ways to think about CUIs.
There are reasons to believe that we should only design CUIs
for imperatives. As per prior research [8], people prefer functional
CUIs for specified tasks with the benefit of "hands-free" interaction;
imperatives work well for commanding CUIs to help us accomplish
various tasks, like scheduling meetings, booking dinner reservations, and filling out a grocery list. Hence one may argue that we
should continue to design for imperative-based interactions, but
there are considerations on why we should move beyond them.
Even for seemingly simple and mundane tasks, user expectations
are often not met, in that CUIs do not successfully fulfill what users
want [26]. This is because user expectations are set to interacting
with commercially available CUIs via imperatives only; we have
not deeply explored how people may utilize other types speech acts.
The same problem regarding speech processing, understanding,
appropriate output, and error handling [2] will emerge for other
speech act categories as well. But, this is not a reason to prematurely
state that declaratives, commissives, expressives and proclamatives
are not worthwhile interactions to design for and around. Perhaps
more importantly, even if CUIs can and do complete tasks successfully, e.g., Google Duplex reserving a restaurant on your behalf,
"AI" that underlies such efforts require massive amounts of data
and human over-sight, like people actually completing reservation
requests (often as underpaid, off-shore staff) [10, 30]. Again, this
problem will arise with other categories, but less so.
Imperatives focus on CUIs’ accuracy in fulfilling requests; while
accuracy is not unimportant for other categories, it is less important
since we open up the room for more creative replies. Even between
humans, there is not one accurate way to reply to declaratives like
"there is a wolf" or "the sky is gray" or to complex expressives like
"I am indignant" or "I feel elated". And when we deal with affective
pragmatics that require greater interpretations, focusing just on
how to accurately respond to a sigh or a scream may be a lost cause
because a sigh of relief and a scream of joy obviously differ from a
sigh of frustration and a scream of fear. In case it is a meaningful
to do so, accurately detecting context via CUI technology has a long
way to go. However, creatively adding to people’s context with CUIs
via pragmatics and affective pragmatics is a road yet to be taken. I
put forth non-exhaustive considerations per category, setting aside
imperatives.
If CUIs understand declaratives they normally output search
results. In Figure 1, Google Assistant assumes that the speaker
is seeking for a specific song, using lyrics, which may be helpful
and not necessarily incorrect. Over time, CUIs can learn users’
likely intentions behind certain declaratives. For example, CUIs
can observe if someone’s comment on what the sky looks like is
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normally about the weather or if it is a request for a specific song
at regular intervals. Alternatively CUIs could surprise users with
different ways of responding to declaratives. There can be no perfect
set of rules on what responses to give for all types of declaratives.
A category of commissives that CUIs now respond to is for planning or scheduling, if in sync with a calendar application. But, this
is not classified as commissives in how the scheduling function
is integrated to CUIs. Opening up interactions to different kinds
of commissives means that CUIs can be used more explicitly as
commitment devices. People can hold themselves accountable to a
greater variety of self-promises or commitments, be it on a longterm plan to sleep better or a short-term plan to go to bed earlier one
evening. Already this is possible via calendars, but stating commissives to CUIs, not adding on commissives via CUIs to one’s calendar,
can be more effective commitments. In this, the type of CUI or its
"body" can make a difference. For instance, people who talk to a
CUI of a smart watch [38] may see health-related commitments to
be more relevant to a smart watch than a smart speaker.
Expressives may be more common to CUIs that act as companions like Miku. But future CUIs in general are likely to recognize
a greater number of emotional vocabulary. They could recognize
people’s vocabulary for complex emotions like feeling "indignant"
or "ashamed" next to reports of feeling "happy" or "sad" (Figure 3).
To use human-human interactions as a template, we may find it
easier to appropriately respond to others feeling happy or sad compared states like being indignant or ashamed. Thus, when complex
emotional language is used, more information on why someone
feels indignant or ashamed might be sought out. CUIs can take the
same approach: break down complex expressives into more manageable units, perhaps by merely asking why someone feels that
way. Then, at minimum, pattern-matching of recognized words to
possible responses can be created, which worked for Weizenbaum’s
ELIZA without needing complex AI [52].
While the jury is out on whether technology can accurately
recognize people’s emotions via affective computing [4], people’s
non-linguistic displays of emotions as communication [44], e.g.,
screams or sighs, can be inputs that CUIs can also be sensitized
to and react to, without necessarily aiming for high accuracy in
emotion detection. If the point of sharing expressives is to have a
listener, whether a CUI understood a person’s emotional language
may be less important (while not unimportant) than having an
entity that appears to be capable of commiserating on an emotional
level [25]. Even between people, one might misinterpret another
person’s emotion of guilt as shame, but it is one’s awareness of a
person’s emotional experience that matters more in social situations. Many of us figure out ad hoc the "right" response to others’
expressions of guilt or shame, to different degrees of success. Similarly for CUIs, an accurate classification may be less important
than being sensitive to emotions as they learn to "cue in" on potentially appropriate reactions. And there will be different degrees of
success.
For proclamatives, a commonplace involvement of CUIs might be
if and when they mediate our proclamatives, e.g., announcing that
one is resigning through a CUI. More dramatically, we noted an
exception with human-machine weddings (and accompanying vows
as commissives) [5]. Whether we can perform institutionalized
changes with CUIs, like registered partnerships, seems to hinge on
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granting personhood or personhood-like designations to artificial
agents in general [12]. If we imagine future CUIs to have legal or
moral status, proclamatives they may use and and our proclamatives
to them are possible. Already we see that a robot like Sophia is
granted a Saudi citizenship [32]. Hence, we should more deeply
address types of proclamatives that apply to both humans and CUIs,
as well as humans vs. CUIs. For example, one may argue that R2D2
is deserving of knighthood, and if so, it may be worthwhile dwell on
what it means to be a knight, whether personhood is a requirement,
and if there are ethical concerns to be raised and addressed.11
Lastly, diversifying speech acts that CUIs can partake in depends
on what happens with wake words. Freely using natural expressions
of any illocutionary category could mean that wake words are
no longer used for future CUIs. We instead may rely on other
modalities such as gaze to activate CUIs [22]. There are benefits
to using wake words, such as granting users a sense of control
over CUI interactions [23]. Yet, the deeper concern and a future
point of discussion is on the limits of "always on" CUIs that listen
to intimate sounds, such as how one breathes while sleeping. As
recent counter measures, we see likes of a "bracelet of silence" [20]
or 3D-printable "Alias" that can be put on top of a smart speaker [24]
to stop technology from listening in. Going forward, CUI research
as framed by pragmatics is not immune to privacy concerns, but is
not unique in needing to tread ethical gray zones with care.

5

CONCLUSION

Could conversational technologies achieve the same level of contextual understanding that people practice? Perhaps not, but the
more important question may be if CUIs can interact with speech
acts as our performative doings, not as mere sayings. The current
norm of prioritizing imperatives to CUIs limit our vision to designing technology that serves us rather than technology that adds to
our context. But, interactions with CUIs in which there is not one
"right" response can be imagined in creative ways via pragmatics
and affective pragmatics. This paper thus shared a taxonomy of
communicative moves to be further analyzed, used, and elaborated
on for conversational interfaces to move beyond request-response
interactions. We use imperatives, declaratives, commissives, expressives, and proclamatives with each other, and we can also use them
with CUIs. Our words and expressions are not merely forms of
communication, but are powerful acts for shaping the world we
are situated in as communicative moves. It is high time we start a
conversation on how to best wield our speech acts appropriately,
meaningfully, and at least intentionally, with technology.
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